Abstract. We present a method for rejecting competing models from noisy time-course data that does not rely on parameter inference. First we characterize ordinary differential equation models in only measurable variables using differential algebra elimination. Next we extract additional information from the given data using Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) and then transform the differential invariants. We develop a test using linear algebra and statistics to reject transformed models with the given data in a parameter-free manner. This algorithm exploits the information about transients that is encoded in the model's structure. We demonstrate the power of this approach by discriminating between different models from mathematical biology.
Introduction
Given competing mathematical models to describe a process, we wish to know whether our data is compatible with the candidate models. Often comparing models requires optimization and fitting time course data to estimate parameter values and then applying an information criterion to select a 'best' model [2] . However sometimes it is not feasible to estimate the value of these unknown parameters (e.g. large parameter space, nonlinear objective function, nonidentifiable etc).
The parameter problem has motivated the growth of fields that embrace a parameter-free flavour such as chemical reaction network theory and stoichiometric theory [11, 12, 6] . However many of these approaches are limited to comparing the behavior of models at steady-state [17, 25, 8] . Inspired by techniques commonly used in applied algebraic geometry [7] and algebraic statistics [10] , methods for discriminating between models without estimating parameters has been developed for steady-state data [19] , applied to models in Wnt signaling [23, 15] , and then generalized to only include one data point [15, 16] . Briefly, these approaches characterize a model f (x 1 , . . . , x N , p 1 , . . . p R ) in only observable variables g(x 1 , . . . , x M , p 1 , . . . p R ) using techniques from computational algebraic geometry and tests whether the steady-state data are coplanar with this new characterization of the model, called a steady-state invariant [17] . Notably the method doesn't require parameter estimation, and also includes a statistical cut-off for model compatibility with noisy data.
Here, we present a method for comparing models with time course data via computing a differential invariant. We consider models of the formẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), p) and y(t) = g(x(t), p) where u i (t) is a known input into the system, i = 1, ..., L, y j (t) is a known output (measurement) from the system, j = 1, ..., M , x k (t) are species variables, k = 1, ..., N , p is the unknown R−dimensional parameter vector, and the functions f, g are rational functions of their arguments. The dynamics of the model can be observed in terms of a time series where u(t) is the input at discrete points and y(t) is the output.
In this setting, we aim to characterize our ODE models by eliminating variables we cannot measure using differential elimination from differential algebra. From the elimination, we form a differential invariant, where the differential monomials have coefficients that are functions of the parameters p 1 , . . . , p R . We obtain a system of equations in 0,1, and higher order derivatives and we write this implicit system of equations as F j (u,u,ü, ... u, . . . , y,ẏ,ÿ, ... y , . . .) = 0, j = 1, ..., M , and call these the input-output equations our differential invariants. Specifically, we have equations of the form:
where c i (p) are rational functions of the parameters and ψ i (u, y) are differential monomials, i.e. monomials in u,u,ü, ... u, . . . , y,ẏ,ÿ, ... y , . . .. We will see shortly that in the linear case, F j is a linear differential equation. For non-linear models, F j is nonlinear.
If we substitute into the differential invariant available data into the observable monomials for each of the time points, we can form a linear system of equations (each row is a different time point). Then we ask: does there exist a κ such that Aκ = b. If b = 0 of course we are guaranteed a zero trivial solution and the non-trivial case can be determined via a rank test (i.e., SVD) and can perform the statistical criterion developed in [19] with the bound improved in [23] , but for Aκ = b there may be no solutions. Thus, we must check if the linear system of equations Aκ = b is consistent, i.e. has one or infinitely many solutions. Assuming measurement noise is known, we derive a statistical cut-off for when the model is incompatible with the data.
However suppose that one does not have data points for the higher order derivative data, then these need to be estimated. We present a method using Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) to estimate the time course data using a GPR. Since the derivative of a GP is also GP, so we can estimate the higher order derivative of the data as well as the measurement noise introduced and estimate the error introduced during the GPR (so we can discard points with too much GPR estimation error). This enables us to input derivative data into the differential invariant and test model compatibility using the solvability test with the statistical cut-off we present.
We showcase our method throughout with examples from linear and nonlinear models.
Differential Elimination
We now give some background on differential algebra since a crucial step in our algorithm is to perform differential elimination to obtain equations purely in terms of input variables, output variables, and parameters. For this reason, we will only give background on the ideas from differential algebra required to understand the differential elimination process. For a more detailed description of differential algebra and the algorithms listed below, see [1, 21, 33] . In what follows, we assume the reader is familiar with concepts such as rings and ideals, which are covered in great detail in [7] . Definition 2.1. A ring S is said to be a differential ring if there is a derivative defined on S and S is closed under differentiation. A differential ideal is an ideal which is closed under differentiation.
A useful description of a differential ideal is called a differential characteristic set, which is a finite description of a possibly infinite set of differential polynomials. We give the technical definition from [33] : Definition 2.2. Let Σ be a set of differential polynomials, not necessarily finite. If A ⊂ Σ is an autoreduced set, such that no lower ranked auto-reduced set can be formed in Σ, then A is called a differential characteristic set.
A well-known fact in differential algebra is that differential ideals need not be finitely generated [21, 33] . However, a radical differential ideal is finitely generated by the Ritt-Raudenbush basis theorem [20] . This result gives rise to Ritt's pseudodivision algorithm (see below), allowing us to compute the differential characteristic set of a radical differential ideal. We now describe various methods to find a differential characteristic set and other related notions, and we describe why they are relevant to our problem, namely, they can be used to find the input-output equations.
Consider an ODE system of the formẋ(t) = f(x(t), p, u(t)) and y j (t) = g j (x(t), p) for j = 1, ..., M with f and g rational functions of their arguments. Let our differential ideal be generated by the differential polynomials obtained by subtracting the right-hand-side from the ODE system to obtainẋ(t)−f(x(t), p, u(t)) and y j (t) − g j (x(t), p) for j = 1, ..., M . Then a differential characteristic set is of the form [34] :
The first M terms of the differential characteristic set, A 1 (u, y), ..., A M (u, y), are those terms independent of the state variables and when set to zero form the input-output equations:
Specifically, the M input-output equations F(u,u,ü, ... u, . . . , y,ẏ,ÿ, ... y , . . .) = 0 are polynomial equations in the variables u,u,ü, ... u, . . . , y,ẏ,ÿ, ... y , . . . with rational coefficients in the parameter vector p. Note that the differential characteristic set is in general non-unique, but the coefficients of the input-output equations can be fixed uniquely by normalizing the equations to make them monic.
We now discuss several methods to find the input-output equations. The first method (Ritt's pseudodivision algorithm) can be used to find a differential characteristic set for a radical differential ideal. The second method (RosenfeldGroebner) gives a representation of the radical of the differential ideal as an intersection of regular differential ideals and can also be used to find a differential characteristic set under certain conditions [4, 14] . Finally, we discuss Gröbner basis methods to find the input-output equations.
2.1. Ritt's pseudodivision algorithm. A differential characteristic set of a prime differential ideal is a set of generators for the ideal [13] . An algorithm to find a differential characteristic set of a radical (in particular, prime) differential ideal generated by a finite set of differential polynomals is called Ritt's pseudodivision algorithm. We describe the process in detail below, which comes from the description in [34] . Note that our differential ideal as described above is a prime differential ideal [9, 33] .
Let u j be the leader of a polynomial A j , which is the highest ranking derivative of the variables appearing in that polynomial. A polynomial A i is said to be of lower rank than A j if u i < u j or, whenever u i = u j , the algebraic degree of the leader of A i is less than the algebraic degree of the leader of A j . A polynomial A i is reduced with respect to a polynomial A j if A i contains neither the leader of A j with equal or greater algebraic degree, nor its derivatives. If A i is not reduced with respect to A j , it can be reduced by using the pseudodivision algorithm below. This algorithm is applied to a set of differential polynomials, such that each polynomial is reduced with respect to each other, to form an auto-reduced set. The result is a differential characteristic set.
2.2.
RosenfeldGroebner. Using the DifferentialAlgebra package in Maple, one can find a representation of the radical of a differential ideal generated by some equations, as an intersection of radical differential ideals with respect to a given ranking and rewrites a prime differential ideal using a different ranking [26] . Specifically, the RosenfeldGroebner command in Maple takes two arguments: sys and R, where sys is a list of set of differential equations or inequations which are all rational in the independent and dependent variables and their derivatives and R is a differential polynomial ring built by the command DifferentialRing specifying the independent and dependent variables and a ranking for them [26] . Then RosenfeldGroebner returns a representation of the radical of the differential ideal generated by sys, as an intersection of radical differential ideals saturated by the multiplicative family generated by the inequations found in sys. This representation consists of a list of regular differential chains with respect to the ranking of R. Note that RosenfeldGroebner returns a differential characteristic set if the differential ideal is prime [4] .
2.3. Gröbner basis methods. Finally, both algebraic and differential Gröbner bases can be employed to find the input-output equations. To use an algebraic Gröbner basis, one can take a sufficient number of derivatives of the model equations and then treat the derivatives of the variables as indeterminates in the polynomial ring in x,ẋ,ẍ,..., u,u,ü,..., y,ẏ,ÿ,..., etc. Then a Gröbner basis of the ideal generated by this full system of (differential) equations with an elimination ordering where the state variables and their derivatives are eliminated first can be found. Details of this approach can be found in [27] . Differential Gröbner bases have been developed by Carrà Ferro [5] , Ollivier [30] , and Mansfield [24] , but currently there are no implementations in computer algebra systems [1] .
2.4.
Model rejection using differential invariants. We now discuss how to use the differential invariants obtained from differential elimination (using Ritt's pseudodivision, differential Groebner bases, or some other method) for model selection/rejection.
Recall our input-output relations, or differential invariants, are of the form:
The functions ψ i (u, y) are differential monomials, i.e. monomials in the input/output variables u,u,ü, ... u, . . ., y,ẏ,ÿ, ... y , . . ., etc, and the functions c i (p) are rational functions in the unknown parameter vector p. In order to uniquely fix the rational coefficients c i (p) to the differential monomials ψ i (u, y), we normalize each input/output equation to make it monic. In other words, we can re-write our input-output relations as:
Here ξ(u, y) is a differential polynomial in the input/output variables u,u,ü,
. ., etc, were known at a sufficient number of time instances t 1 , t 2 , ..., t m , then one could substitute in values of ψ i (u, y) and ξ(u, y) at each of these time instances to obtain a linear system of equations in the variablesc i (p).
First consider the case of a single input-output equation. If there are n unknown coefficientsc i (p), we obtain the system:c
...
We write this linear system as Aκ = b, where A is an m by n matrix of the form:
T . For the case of multiple input-output equations, we get the following block diagonal system of equations
For noise-free (perfect) data, this system Aκ = b should have a unique solution for κ [22] . In other words, the coefficientsc i (p) of the input-output equations can be uniquely determined from enough input/output data [22] .
The main idea of this paper is the following. Given a set of candidate models, we find their associated differential invariants and then substitute in values of u,u,ü, ... u, . . . , y,ẏ,ÿ, ... y , . . ., etc, at many time instances t 1 , ..., t m , thus setting up the linear system Aκ = b for each model. The solution to Aκ = b should be unique for the correct model, but there should be no solution for each of the incorrect models. Thus under ideal circumstances, one should be able to select the correct model since the input/output data corresponding to that model should satisfy its differential invariant. Likewise, one should be able to reject the incorrect models since the input/output data should not satisfy their differential invariants.
However, with imperfect data, there could be no solution to Aκ = b even for the correct model. Thus, with imperfect data, one may be unable to select the correct model. On the other hand, if there is no solution to Aκ = b for each of the candidate models, then the goal is to determine how "badly" each of the models fail and reject models accordingly. We now describe criteria to reject models.
Solvability of linear system Aκ = B
Let A ∈ R m×n and consider the linear system
where B ∈ R m×r . Note, in our case, r = 1, so B is just the vector b. Here, we study the solvability of (3.1) under (a specific form of) perturbation of both A and B. LetÃ andB denote the perturbed versions of A and B, respectively, and assume thatÃ − A andB − B depend only onÃ andB, respectively. Our goal is to infer the unsolvability of the unperturbed system (3.1) from observation ofÃ andB only.
We will describe how to detect the rank of an augmented matrix, but first introduce notation. The singular values of a matrix A ∈ R m×n will be denoted by
(Note that we have trivially extended the number of singular values of A from to n.) The rank of A is written rank(A). The range of A is denoted R(A). Throughout, · refers to the Euclidean norm.
The basic strategy will be to assume as a null hypothesis that (3.1) has a solution, i.e., B ∈ R(A), and then to derive its consequences in terms ofÃ andB. If these consequences are not met, then we conclude by contradiction that (3.1) is unsolvable. In other words, we will provide sufficient but not necessary conditions for (3.1) to have no solution, i.e., we can only reject (but not confirm) the null hypothesis. We will refer to this procedure as testing the null hypothesis.
3.1. Preliminaries. We first collect some useful results. The first, Weyl's inequality, is quite standard.
Weyl's inequality can be used to test rank(A) using knowledge of onlyÃ.
Corollary 3.1. Let A,Ã ∈ R m×n and assume that rank(A) < k. Then
Therefore, if (3.2) is not satisfied, then rank(A) ≥ k. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 3.1.
In other words, if (3.3) does not hold, then (3.1) has no solution.
Remark 3.3. This approach can fail to correctly reject the null hypothesis if A is (numerically) low-rank. As an example, suppose that rank(A) < n and let B / ∈ R(A) consist of a single vector (p = 1). Then rank([A, B]) ≤ n, so σ n+1 ([A, B]) = 0 (or is small). Assuming that Ã − A and B − B are small, σ n+1 ([Ã,B]) will hence also be small. Remark 3.4. In principle, we should test directly the assertion that rank([A, B]) = rank(A). However, we can only establish lower bounds on the matrix rank (we can only tell if a singular value is "too large"), so this is not feasible in practice. An alternative approach is to consider only numerical ranks obtained by thresholding. How to choose such a threshold, however, is not at all clear and can be a very delicate matter especially if the data have high dynamic range.
Remark 3.5. The theorem is uninformative if m ≤ n since then σ n+1 ([A, B]) = σ n+1 (Ã,B) = 0 trivially. However, this is not a significant disadvantage beyond that described above since if A is full-rank, then it must be true that (3.1) is solvable.
3.3. Example: Perfect data. As a proof of principle, we first apply Theorem 3.2 to a simple linear model. We start by taking perfect input and output data and then add a specific amount of noise to the output data and attempt to reject the incorrect model. In the subsequent sections, we will see how to interpret Theorem 3.2 statistically under a particular "noise" model for the perturbations.
Here, we take data from a linear 3-compartment model, add noise, and try to reject the general form of the linear 2-compartment model with the same input/output compartments. Example 3.2. Let our model be a 3-compartment model of the following form:
Here we have an input to the first compartment of the form u 1 = 2e −3t + 12e −5t and the first compartment is measured, so that y = x 1 represents the output. The solution to this system of ODEs can be easily found of the form:
so that y = 7e We now attempt to reject the 2-compartment model using 3-compartment model data. We find the inputoutput equations for a 2 compartment model with a single input/output to the first compartment, which has the form:ÿ + c 2ẏ + c We add noise to our matrix A in the following way. To each entryẏ, and y, we add k ij where k ij is a random real number between 0 and 1, and equals 0.001. We find the matrix(A|b) − (A|b) and compare the norm of this matrix to the smallest singular value of (A|b). Since the Frobenius norm of(A|b) − (A|b) is 0.0020603, which is less than the smallest singular value 0.00322281, we can reject this model. Thus, using noisy 3-compartment model data, we are able to reject the 2-compartment model.
Statistical inference
We now consider the statistical inference of the solvability of (3.1). First, we need a noise model.
4.1.
Noise model. If the perturbations Ã − A and B − B are bounded, e.g., Ã − A ≤ Ã and B − B ≤ B for some > 0 (representing a relative accuracy of in the "measurements"Ã andB), then Theorem 3.2 can be used at once. However, it is customary to model such perturbations as normal random variables, which are not bounded. Here, we will assume a noise model of the form
where CÃ is a (computable) matrix that depends onÃ and similarly with CB, A • B denotes the Hadamard (entrywise) matrix product (A • B) ij = A ij B ij , and Z is a matrix-valued random variable whose entries Z ij ∼ N (0, 1) are independent standard normals.
In our application of interest, the entries of CÃ depend on those ofÃ as follows. Let A ij = φ ij (x) for some input vector x but suppose that we can only observe the "noisy" vectorx = (1 + Z) • x. Then the corresponding perturbed matrix entries arẽ
By the additivity formula
so, to first order in ,
An analogous derivation holds for CB. Each of the bounds in the theorems above are linear in Ã − A and B − B (for Theorem 3.2, the bound is simply the sum of these two) and so may be written as CÃ • Z + CB • Z by absorbing constants.
The basic strategy is now as follows. Let τ be a test statistic, i.e., σ n+1 ([Ã,B]) in §3.2. Then since
where we have made explicit the dependence of both sides on the same underlying random mechanism ω, the (cumulative) distribution function of τ must dominate that of CÃ • Z + CB • Z , i.e.,
1 There is an error in [19] , in which we incorrectly used that aZ 1 + bZ 2 = (a + b)Z. However, the statistical conclusion is still valid since (a + b)Z "dominates" √ a 2 + b 2 Z in the sense that the former has variance a 2 + 2ab + b 2 , while the latter has variance only a 2 + b 2 . In other words, we were wrong but in the conservative direction. This was taken into account in [23] .
Thus,
Note that if, e.g.,B = B (i.e., if B were known exactly), then (4.2d) simplifies to just Pr( CÃ • Z ≥ x).
Using (4.2), we can associate a p-value to any given realization of τ by referencing upper tail bounds for quantities of the form C • Z . Recall that τ = 0 under the null hypothesis. In a classical statistical hypothesis testing framework, we may therefore reject the null hypothesis if (4.2d) is at most α, where α is the desired significance level (e.g., α = 0.05).
Hadamard tail bounds.
We now turn to bounding Pr( C • Z ≥ x), where we will assume that C, Z ∈ R m×n . This can be done in several ways. One easy way is to recognize that
where · F is the Frobenius norm, so
But Z F ∼ χ mn has a chi distribution 2 with mn degrees of freedom. Therefore,
However, each inequality in (4.3) can be quite loose: The first is loose in the sense that
while the second in that
A slightly better approach is to use the inequality [36]
where C i,: and C :,j denote the ith row and jth column, respectively, of C. The Z term can then be handled using a chi distribution via Z ≤ Z F as above or directly using a concentration bound (see below). Variations on this undoubtedly exist.
Here, we will appeal to a result by Tropp [35] . The following is from §4.3 in [35] .
Theorem 4.1. Let C, Z ∈ R m×n , where each Z ij ∼ N (0, 1). Then for any x ≥ 0,
2 Note that this is not the chi-squared distribution (though Z 2 F ∼ χ 2 mn ).
4.3.
Test statistic tail bounds. The bound (4.2d) for Pr(τ ≥ x) can then be computed as follows. Let
so that Pr(τ ≥ x) ≤ P 1 (x) + P 2 (x). Then by Theorem 4.1,
where σ 2 A and σ 2 B are the "variance" parameters in the theorem for CÃ and CB, respectively. The term in parentheses simplifies to
on completing the square. Therefore,
Now set
so that the integral becomes
The variable substitution u = (t − αx)/σ then gives
is the standard normal distribution function. Thus,
(4.4)
A similar (but much simpler) analysis yields
Gaussian Processes to estimate derivatives
We next present a method for estimating higher order derivatives and the estimation error using Gaussian Process regression and then apply the differential invariant method to both linear and nonlinear models in the subsequent sections.
A Gaussian process (GP) is a stochastic process X(t) ∼ N (µ(t), Σ(t, t )), where µ(t) is a mean function and Σ(t, t ) a covariance function. GPs are often used for regression/prediction as follows.
Suppose that there is an underlying deterministic function x(t) that we can only observe with some measurement noise asx(t) = x(t) + (t), where (t) ∼ N (0, σ 2 (t)δ(t, t )) for δ(t, t ) = 1 if t = t 0 if t = t the Dirac delta. We consider the problem of finding x(t) in a Bayesian setting by assuming it to be a GP with prior mean and covariance functions µ prior and Σ prior , respectively. Then the joint distribution of T is
The conditional distribution of x(s) given x(t) =x(t) is also Gaussian:
prior (s, t) are the posterior mean and covariance, respectively. This allows us to infer x(s) on the basis of observinĝ x(t). The diagonal entries of Σ post are the posterior variances and quantify the uncertainty associated with this inference procedure.
Estimating derivatives. Equation (5.2) provides an estimate for the function values x(s).
What if we want to estimate its derivatives? Let cov(x(t), x(t )) = k(t, t ) for some covariance function k.
. . .
prior (t) is the prior mean for x (i) (t) and Σ
. This joint distribution is exactly of the form (5.1). An analogous application of (5.2) then yields the posterior estimate of x (i) (s) | (x(t) =x(t)) for all i = 0, 1, . . . , n. Alternatively, if we are interested only in the posterior variances of each x (i) (s), then it suffices to consider each 2 × 2 block independently:
The cost of computing (Σ prior (t, t) + σ 2 (t)I) −1 can clearly be amortized over all i.
5.2.
Formulae for squared exponential covariance functions. We now consider the specific case of the squared exponential (SE) covariance function
where θ 2 is the signal variance and is a length scale. The SE function is one of the most widely used covariance functions in practice. Its derivatives can be expressed in terms of the (probabilists') Hermite polynomials
(these are also sometimes denoted He n (x)). The first few Hermite polynomials are H 0 (x) = 1, H 1 (x) = x, and H 2 (x) = x 2 − 1. We need to compute the derivatives
The GP regression requires us to have the values of the hyperparameters σ 2 , θ 2 , and . In practice, however, these are hardly ever known. In the examples below, we deal with this by estimating the hyperparameters from the data by maximizing the likelihood. We do this by using a nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm, which can be quite sensitive to the initial starting point, so we initialize multiple runs over a small grid in hyperparameter space and return the best estimate found. This increases the quality of the estimated hyperparameters but can still sometimes fail.
Results
We showcase our method on competing models: linear compartment models (2 and 3 species), LotkaVolterra models (2 and 3 species) and Lorenz. As the linear compartment differential invariants were presented in an earlier section, we compute the differential invariants of the Lotka-Volterra and Lorenz using RosenfeldGroebner. We simulate each of these models to generate time course data, add varying levels of noise, and estimate the necessary higher order derivatives using GP regression. As described in the earlier section, we require the estimation of the higher order derivatives to satisfy a negative log likelihood value, otherwise the GP fit is not 'good'. In some cases, this can be remedied by increase the number of data points. Using the estimated GP regression data, we test each of the models using the differential invariant method on other models. Example 6.1. The two species Lotka-Volterra model is:
where x 1 and x 2 are variables, and p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 are parameters. We assume only x 1 is observable and perform differential elimination and obtain our differential invariant in terms of only y = x 1 (t):
Example 6.2. By including an additional variable z, the three species Lotka-Volterra model is:
Assuming only y = x 1 is observable. After differential elimination, the differential invariant is:
Example 6.3. Another three species model, the Lorenz model, is described by the system of equations:
We assume only y = x 1 is observable, perform differential elimination, and obtain the following invariant:
Example 6.4. A linear 2-compartment model without input can be written as:
where x 1 and x 2 are variables, and p 11 , p 12 , p 21 , p 22 are parameters. We assume only x 1 is observable and perform differential elimination and obtain our differential invariant in terms of only y = x 1 (t):
Example 6.5. The Linear 3-Compartment model without input is: By assuming y = x 1 in Examples 6.1-6.5 represents the same observable variable, we apply our method to data simulated from each model and perform model comparison. The models are simulated and 100 time points are obtained variable x in each model. We add different levels of Gaussian noise to the simulated data, and then estimate the higher order derivatives from the data. For example, during our study we found that for some parameters of the Lotka-Volterra three species model, e.g. p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 , p 7 = [1.24; 1.68; 3.26; 0.38; 1.50; 0.15; 1.14], we obtained a positive log-likelihood, which meant that we could not estimate the higher order derivatives of the data. Once the data is obtained and derivative data are estimated through the GP regression, each model data set is tested against the other differential invariants. Results are shown in Figure 1 , where a value of 0, means model rejected, and 1 means model is compatible. We find that we can reject the three species Lotka-Volterra model and Lorenz model for data simulated from the Lotka-Volterra two species; however both linear compartment models are compatible. For data from the three species Lotka-Volterra model, the linear compartment models and two-species Lotka-Volterra can be rejected until the noise increases and then the method can no longer reject any models. Finally data generated from the Lorenz model can only reject the two species linear compartment and two species Lotka-Volterra model. We have demonstrated our model discrimination algorithm on various models. In this section, we consider some other theoretical points regarding differential invariants.
Note that we have assumed that the parameters are all unknown and we have not taken any possible algebraic dependencies among the coefficients into account. This latter point is another reason our algorithm only concerns model rejection and not model selection. Thus, each unknown coefficient is essential treated as an independent unknown variable in our linear system of equations. However, there may be instances where we'd like to consider incorporating this additional information. We first consider the effect of incorporating known parameter values.
In [28] , an explicit formula for the input-output equations for linear models was derived. In particular, it was shown that all linear n−compartment models corresponding to strongly connected graphs with at least one leak and having the same input and output compartments will have the same differential polynomial form of the input-output equations. For example, a linear 2-compartment model with a single input and output in the same compartment and corresponding to a strongly connected graph with at least one leak has the form:ÿ + c 1ẏ + c 2 y =u + c 3 u Thus, our model discrimination method would not work for two distinct linear 2-compartment models with the above-mentioned form. In order to discriminate between two such models, we need to take other information into account, e.g. known parameter values.
Example 7.1. Consider the following two linear 2-compartment models:
whose corresponding input-output equations are of the form:
Notice that both of these equations are of the above-mentioned form, i.e. both 2-compartment models have a single input and output in the same compartment and correspond to strongly connected graphs with at least one leak. In the first model, there is a leak from the first compartment and an exchange between compartments 1 and 2. In the second model, there is a leak from the second compartment and an exchange between compartments 1 and 2. Assume that the parameter p 12 is known. In the first model, this changes our invariant to:
In the second model, our invariant is:
In this case, the right-hand sides of the two equations are the same, but the first equation has two variables (coefficients) while the second equation has three variables (coefficients). Thus, if we had data from the second model, we could try to reject the first model (much like the 3-compartment versus 2-compartment model discrimination in the examples below). In other words, a vector in the span ofẏ, y, and u for t 1 , t 2 , t 3 may not be in the span ofẏ and y only.
We next consider the effect of incorporating coefficient dependency relationships. While we cannot incorporate the polynomial algebraic dependency relationships among the coefficients in our linear algebraic approach to model rejection, we can include certain dependency conditions, such as certain coefficients becoming known constants. We have already seen one way in which this can happen in the previous example (from known nonzero parameter values). We now explore the case where certain coefficients go to zero. From the explicit formula for input-output equations from [28] , we get that a linear model without any leaks has a zero term for the coefficient of y. Thus a linear 2-compartment model with a single input and output in the same compartment and corresponding to a strongly connected graph without any leaks has the form:
Thus to discriminate between two distinct linear 2-compartment models, one with leaks and one without any leaks, we should incorporate this zero coefficient into our invariant. Example 7.2. Consider the following two linear 2-compartment models:
In the first model, there is a leak from the first compartment and an exchange between compartments 1 and 2. In the second model, there is an exchange between compartments 1 and 2 and no leaks. Thus, our invariants can be written as:
Again, the right-hand sides of the two equations are the same, but the first equation has three variables (coefficients) while the second equation has two variables (coefficients). Thus, if we had data from the first model, we could try to reject the second model. In other words, a vector in the span ofẏ, y, and u for t 1 , t 2 , t 3 may not be in the span ofẏ and u only.
Finally, we consider the identifiability properties of our models. If the number of parameters is greater than the number of coefficients, then the model is unidentifiable. On the other hand, if the number of parameters is less than or equal to the number of coefficients, then the model could possibly be identifiable. Clearly, an identifiable model is preferred over an unidentifiable model. We note that, in our approach of forming the linear system Aκ = b from the input-output equations, we could in theory solve for the coefficients κ and then solve for the parameters from these known coefficient values if the model is identifiable [3] . However, this is not a commonly used method to estimate parameter values in practice.
As noted above, the possible algebraic dependency relationships among the coefficients are not taken into account in our linear algebra approach. This means that there could be many different models with the same differential polynomial form of the input-output equations. If such a model cannot be rejected, we note that an identifiable model satisfying a particular input-output relationship is preferred over an unidentifiable one satisying the same form of the input-output relations, as we see in the following example. In the first model, there is a leak from the first compartment and an exchange between compartments 1 and 2. In the second model, there are leaks from both compartments and an exchange between compartments 1 and 2. Thus, both models have invariants of the form:
y + c 1ẏ + c 2 y =u + c 3 u Since the first model is identifiable and the second model is unidentifiable, we prefer to use the form of the first model if the model's invariant cannot be rejected.
Discussion/Conclusion
After performing this differential algebraic statistics model rejection, one has already obtained the inputoutput equations to test structural identifiability [22, 29, 34] . In a sense, our method extends the current spectrum of potential approaches for comparing models with time course data, in that one first can reject incompatible models, then test structural identifiability of compatible models using input-output equations obtained from the differential elimination, infer parameter values of the admissible models, and apply an information criterion model selection method to assert the best model.
Notably the presented differential algebraic statistics method does not penalize for model complexity, unlike traditional model selection techniques. Rather, we reject when a model cannot, for any parameter values, be compatible with the given data. We found that simpler models, such as the linear 2 compartment model could be rejected when data was generated from a more complex model, such as the three species Lotka-Volterra model, which elicits a wider range of behavior. On the other hand, more complex models, such as the Lorenz model, were often not rejected, from data simulated from less complex models. In future it would be helpful to better understand the relationship between differential invariants and dynamics. We also think it would be beneficial to investigate algebraic properties of sloppiness [18] .
We believe there is large scope for additional parameter-free coplanarity model comparison methods. It would be beneficial to explore which algorithms for differential elimination can handle larger systems, and whether this area could be extended.
